Porovnanie metód pre diskrétnu aproximáciu operátorov neceločíselného rádu In this paper we will present some alternative types of discretization methods (discrete approximation) for the fractional-order (FO) differentiator and their application to the FO dynamical system described by the FO differential equation (FDE) 
Introduction
The fractional-order calculus (FOCA) is about 300-years old topic. The theory of FO derivative was developed mainly in the 19th century. In the last decades besides theoretical research of the FO derivatives and integrals (Oldham, Spanier, 1974; Samko, Kilbas, Marichev, 1987; Podlubný, 1994 Podlubný, , 1999 Podlubný, , 2000 there are growing number of applications of the FOCA in such different areas as e.g. long electrical lines, electrochemical processes, dielectric polarization (Westerlund, 1994) , colored noise, viscoelastic materials, chaos, in control theory (Manabe, 1961; Oustalup, 1988 Oustalup, , 1995 Axtel, Bise, 1990; Dorčák, 1994; Podlubný, Dorčák, Koštial, 1997, etc.) and in many other areas.
In works (Manabe, 1961; Oustalup, 1988; Axtel and Bise, 1990, etc.) the first generalizations of analysis methods for FO control systems were made (s-plane, frequency response, etc.). Some of our works were oriented to the methods of FO system parameters identification, methods of FO controllers synthesis (Dorčák, 1994; Podlubny et al., 1999; Petráš, 1998, etc.) methods of stability analysis Petráš et al., 1999) , etc. The key step in digital implementation of the FO differentiator in the PI λ D δ controllers is their discretization.
Methods of discretization of the FO differentiator or integrator
In general, there are two discretization methods: direct discretization and indirect discretization. In indirect methods, two steps are required, i.e., frequency domain fitting in continuous time domain first and then discretizing the fit s-transfer function (Oustaloup et al., 2000; Vinagre et al,. 2000) . In this paper, we will focus on the direct discretization methods. There are several approaches to direct discretization. We will consider only few of them. First is a power series expansion (PSE), second is continued fraction expansion (CFE), third is matrix approach proposed by (Podlubny, 2000) , fourth is a Taylor/MacLaurin series expansion of generating function suggested by (Duarte et al., 2002; Machado et al., 1997 ) and last one is Diethelm's approach based on solving of FDE in discrete time steps. All approaches are based on evolution of a generating function. As generating function we can use a simple Euler's backward difference, the Tustin rule, the Simpson rule or the Al-Alaoui operator, which is mixed scheme of Euler's rule and the Tustin trapezoidal rule. The investigation of these methods and comparison with each other and also with other methods was studied by several authors. The simplest and most straightforward method is the direct discretization using finite memory length expansion of Euler's rule from the Grunwald-Letnikov definition of fractional derivative. This approach was described by (Samko et al., 1987; Dorčák, 1994; Gorenflo, 1996; Podlubny, 1999, etc.) . Gorenflo also suggested a PSE of the Tustin rule. The high order approximation by using the quadrature formula was used in (Lubich, 1986) work. All these ways of approximation lead to form a FIR filter. It is well known that, for interpolation or evaluation purposes, rational functions are sometimes superior to polynomials, roughly speaking, because of their ability to model functions with zeros and poles (Vinagre et al., 2000 (Vinagre et al., , 2001 and therefore form of an IIR filter is much better. On the other hand we also do not need a large number of coefficients. (Vinagre et al., 2000) Last but not least we should mention the approach proposed by Hwang (Hwang et al., 2002) , which is based on B-splines function. Muir recursion applied to the Tustin generating function (GF) and CFE applied to the Tustin or Al-Alaoui GF leads to the following approximations of the FO differentiator or integrator:
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where: T is the sample period, δ is the order of differentiator or integrator, K 1 and K 2 are the constants according to the GF (K 1 =2, K 2 =1 for the Tustin GF, K 1 =8, K 2 =7 for the Al-Alaoui GF), P and Q are polynomials of degrees p and q, respectively, in the variable z -1 (n=p=q for Muir recursion 
Comparison of the discretization methods
For all three above mentioned discretization methods we have compared their Bode characteristics first only for a simple FO differentiator and second by their application to the following FDE:
where: δ is order of differentiation -generally a real number, a 1 , a 0 are arbitrary constants. This FDE (3) we have used only for evaluation purposes, because the FO PI λ D δ controller, which is described by the FDE , after their application leads to the similar FDE -only more complex. For equation (3) we have compared the Bode characteristic too for their corresponding approximated transfer function : 
and we have made comparison of this approximation methods in the time domain too. We have compared the analytical solution of the FDE (3) (Podlubný, 1994; Dorčák, 1994) for δ∈(0,2〉:
(and for spatial cases δ=1 or 2 the following classical analytical solutions of equation (3) 
1/2 t)) with the numerical solution of the FDE (3) based on the Grunwald-Letnikov definition of the FO operator -PSE (Dorčák, 1994, etc.) : The numerical solution (PSE) (6) of the FDE (3) is in good agreement with the analytical solution (5) at n>90 for all δ∈(0,2〉. The agreement of this solutions is very good for spatial case δ=1 or 2 with the classical analytical solutions. The accuracy was better by decreasing the time step. The numerical solution (7) with the Muir recursion was unusable for the time step near 0,1s, CFE with Tustin or Al-Alaoui GF are better (Fig. 1, 2) . In this cases we can improve the accuracy by increasing of the n to 7 or 9, but the accuracy was worse by decreasing of the time step. There is an border 0,1s for the CFE and 0,5s for the Muir recursion for all n=5, 7 or 9 for FDE (1). We can see from Fig. 3, 4 , that the Bode plots of the discretized FO differentiator and FDE (1) are with large errors at higher frequencies and this discretization is unusable for smaller time step (unstable poles and/or zeros). 
